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<Abstract>
In the 18th century theory of the “picturesque,” imagination substitutes reason. That strategy was profoundly captured
in artists’ use of the Claude Glass as a device to distort natural scenes and reproduce reality. A later and more “unreal”
variation of this imaginary occurs in picturesque landscape drawings. The result was a recasting of the perfection of nature
as an aesthetic of nature. The picturesque thus enacted a transition from reality to virtuality, and that alteration was then
reflected back onto reality.
Today’s “atmospheric” architecture pursues similar objectives by taking elements of nature, such as light and air, to produce
a feeling or affect that evades rational explanation. Like the picturesque, the atmospheric is a space of imagination.
Both the picturesque and the atmospheric aim to collapse subject and object, and to oscillate between reality and virtuality.
Both practices offer the same solution: the power of representation is that virtuality can evoke imagination and stimuate
creation of reality.
Might we assume that, within the context of today’s media and aesthetics, atmospheric practices are another form of the
picturesque? Or at least, after researching on the affinities between picturesque and atmospheric aesthetics, tools and
concepts, can we utilize the18th century theories of the picturesque to inform research on today’s atmospheric architecture
and its imaging practices?
This project pursues research into that question by designing a new landscape for Cloud Gate, Anish Kapoor’s sculpture
in Millennium Park in Chicago. By incorporating distorted scenery reflected on the Cloud Gate into the design of the new
landscape and further guide the design by picturesque theories, the project will create around Cloud Gate an atmospheric
space informed by picturesque practices.
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I. <Question>
Can research into 18th century theories of the picturesque inform today’s atmospheric architecture
and its media representation?
[ Picturesque being an aesthetic that exists mostly on drawings, shows the power of imagination beyond reason. At the same
time, the affection of nature and natural elements has been more and more valued by architects in atmospheric architecture.
What changed and what didn’t change between the aesthetics of today and the aesthetics of the 18th century England? It media
still the main representation tool of the aesthetics, and how do we use the new media for the purpose of Atmospheric with the
reference of usage of drawings in the Picturesque?
The research is trying to reflect the larger topics of how human imagination transforms to media iin history, and how people
perceive media as experience nowadays , both in theory and in practice. ]

<QUESTION>
1

II. <Architectural Media as Repetitive Aesthetics>
“Architecture is constructed from a seemingly endless number of simultaneous ontologies...
Architectural media (understood through representation) can be considered in various combinations
as sets and subsets of each other.”
Post-Medium-Specific-Architecture, Michael Meredith,2013
[ If we believe that aesthetics does repeat itself in some ways and are never rootless or isolated, the question is how to find the
connections within all those variations. They could appear in the same time period, or it is also possible for them to scatter in
different times in history, such as the Picturesque and the Atmospheric. ]

Picture: Jencks’ Theory of Evolution, 2000
https://www.architectural-review.com/essays/archive/2000-july-jencks-theoryof-evolution-an-overview-of-20th-century-architecture/8623596.article

<SITUATION>
2

2.1 <Atmospheric Architecture - Definitions>
Atmospheric: creating a special feeling, especially a mysterious or romantic feeling.
Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary & Thesaurus

Affect, ambience, and atmosphere: Constructing and thinking architecture through the ephemeral
and synesthetic creation of an extreme subjectivity—something virtually impossible to represent.”
Post-Medium-Specific-Architecture, Michael Meredith,2013

Pictures: Light in Atmospheric Practices

<SITUATION>
3

<Media Creating Atmosphere>

Video: MOS - Nowhere to go
http://www.mos.nyc/project/nowhere-go
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2.1 <Atmospheric Practice Today>
2.1.1.Indeterminate. Diffuse. Vague.
“If I indicated at the beginning that atmosphere is an expression for something vague...It is difficult,
owing to the peculiar intermediary position of the phenomenon between subject and object”
Gernot Böhme, Atmospheric Architectures: The Aesthetics of Felt Spaces. 2018

<SITUATION>
5

<Atmospheric Practice Today>
2.1.2.Quasi-objective.Emotional.
“The term atmosphere...has for centuries also referred to the emotional tone of a space or spatial
constellation. In this sense, atmosphere can be called with Elisabeth Ströker an ‘attuned space’, or with
Hermann Schmitz a ‘quasi-objective feeling’.”
Gernot Böhme, Atmospheric Architectures: The Aesthetics of Felt Spaces. 2018

<SITUATION>
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<Atmospheric Practice Today>
2.1.3.Effects.
“We perceive atmosphere through our emotional sensibility.”
“Material Prescence, Material Compatibility, Sound, Temperature, Surrounding Objects, Between
Composure and Seduction, Tensions between Interior and Exterior, Levels of Intimacy, Light on Things.”
Peter Zumthor, Atmospheres Architectural Environments, Surrounding Objects. 2006

Effect: lighting, sounds, and objects that are specially produced for the stage or a film
and are intended to make something that does not exist seem real.
Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary & Thesaurus

<SITUATION>
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2.2. <Picturesque Media in 18th Century>
“All the arts... fused into the single ‘art of landscape’. The combination might be called “The
Picturesque”
Picturesque, Studies in a Point of View, 1927

“when art shifted its appeal from reason to imagination”

Picturesque, Studies in a Point of View, 1927

<SITUATION>
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2.2 <Traits of Picturesque Practice 18th Century>
2.2.1.Anti-reality. Distortion.
“Claude studied natural form and perfected it... then people started to enjoy the actual landscapes that resembled
his compositions”
Hussey, Christopher. Picturesque, Studies in a Point of View, 1927

<SITUATION>
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<Picturesque Practice 18th Century>
2.2.2. Variation. Roughness.
“The characteristics of the picturesque were roughness and sudden variation joined to irregularity of form, colour,
lighting, and even sound”
Hussey, Christopher. Picturesque, Studies in a Point of View, 1927

<SITUATION>
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<Picturesque Practice 18th Century>
2.2.2. Distortion. Variation. Roughness. (Cont.)
“What the painter calls richness on a surface, is only a variety of little parts; on which the light shining, shews all it’s
small inequalities, and roughnesses”
Gilpin, William. Three Essays: On Picturesque Beauty ; on Picturesque Travel ; and on Sketching Landscape,1792

<SITUATION>
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<Picturesque Practice 18th Century>
2.2.3. Mismatching.
“PICTURESQUENESS, therefore, appears to hold a station between beauty and sublimity; and on that account,
perhaps, is more frequently and more happily blended with them both than they are with each other.
Price, Uvedale. An Essay on the Picturesque: As Compared with the Sublime and the Beautiful,1979.

<SITUATION>
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PICTURESQUE MEDIA

ATMOSPHERIC MEDIA

LAYERING & CONTRAST MISMATCHING

LAYERING & BLEND

“PICTURESQUENESS, therefore, appears to hold a station between beauty and sublimity; and on that account,
perhaps, is more frequently and more happily blended with them both than they are with each other.
Price, Uvedale.1979.

LIGHT & SHADE

IRREGULARITY & ABRUPTNESS DISTORTION.VARIATION.ROUGHNESS

LIGHT & SHADE EFFECTS
“We perceive atmosphere through our emotional sensibility.”

-Peter Zumthor, 2006

AMORPHOUS & TEMPORALITY QUASI-OBJETIVE.EMOTIONAL.
“The term atmosphere...has for centuries also referred to the emotional tone of a space
or spatial constellation”
-Gernot Böhme, 2018

“The characteristics of the picturesque were roughness and sudden variation joined to irregularity of form, colour, lighting,
and even sound”
Hussey, Christopher. Picturesque, Studies in a Point of View, 1927

FRAMING ANTI-REALITY

BLURRED BOUNDARY INDETERMINATE. DIFFUSE. VAGUE.
“If I indicated at the beginning that atmosphere is an expression for something vague...It is difficult, owing to the
peculiar intermediary position of the phenomenon between subject and object”
-Gernot Böhme,2018

“Claude studied natural form and perfected it... then people started to enjoy the actual landscapes that resembled his
compositions”
Hussey, Christopher. Picturesque, Studies in a Point of View, 1927

<KNOWLEDGE>
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[Today]
Atmospheric Media
Indeterminate. Diffuse. Vague.
Effects.
Quasi-objective.Emotional.
Between the Subject and the Object.

VIRTUAL

Beyond Rationality. Aesthetic.

POSSIBILITY
Virtual Representation.

Anti-reality.
Distortion. Variation. Roughness.
Mismatching.
[18th C]
Picturesque Media
<SITUATION>
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3.1. <Knowledge - the Picturesque and Media>
1. Gilpin, William. Three Essays: On Picturesque Beauty ; on Picturesque Travel ; and on Sketching Landscape: To Which Is Added a Poem, on Landscape Painting. By William Gilpin . London:
-On MEDIA
“Distinction were established, which certainly exists, between such objects as are beautiful, and such as are picturesque—
between those, which please the eye in their natural state; and those, which please from some quality, capable of being
illustrated in painting.”

-On ROUGHNESS
Picturesque composition consists in uniting in one whole a variety of parts; and these parts can only be obtained from
rough objects. If the smooth mountains, and plains were broken by different objects, the composition might be good, on
a supposition the great lines of it were so before.
Variety too is equally necessary in his composition: so is contrast.
From rough objects also he seeks the effect of light and shade, which they are as well disposed to produce, as they are
the beauty of composition.
One uniform light, or one uniform shade produces no effect. It is the various surfaces of objects, sometimes turning to the
light in one way, and sometimes in another, that give the painter his choice of opportunities in massing, and graduating
both his lights, and shades.

URL: https://quod.lib.umich.edu/e/ecco/004863369.0001.000/1:4?rgn=div1;view=fulltext
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3.1. <Knowledge - the Picturesque and Media>
1. (Cont.) Gilpin, William. Three Essays: On Picturesque Beauty ; on Picturesque Travel ; and on
Sketching Landscape: To Which Is Added a Poem, on Landscape Painting. By William Gilpin . Lon-On EFFECTS
“Let us then take another course, and amuse ourselves with searching after effects. This is the general intention of
picturesque travel. In treating of picturesque travel, we may consider first it’s object; and secondly it’s sources of
amusement.”
But it is not only the form, and the composition of the objects of landscape, which the picturesque eye examines; it
connects them with the atmosphere, and seeks for all those various effects, which are produced from that vast, and
wonderful storehouse of nature. Nor is there in travelling a greater pleasure, than when a scene of grandeur bursts
unexpectedly upon the eye, accompanied with some accidental circumstance of the atmosphere, which harmonizes
with it, and gives it double value.
Besides the inanimate face of nature, it’s living forms fall under the picturesque eye, in the course of travel; and are often
objects of great attention.
But the picturesque eye is not merely restricted to nature. It ranges through the limits of art. The picture, the statue, and
the garden are all the objects of it’s attention.

But it is not from this scientical employment, that we derive our chief pleasure... We rather feel, than survey it.
[ Finding effects and re-presenting them in drawings is a main practice of the Picturesque, which coincides with the
Atmospheric practice, where artists find effects and re-create then in staged environments. The form and perception of
media has changed, but the interest in nature and natural elements remained. ]
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3.2. <Knowledge - the Atmospheric>
1. Böhme, Gernot, and Anna-Chr Engels-Schwarzpaul. Atmospheric
Architectures: The Aesthetics of Felt Spaces. London: Bloomsbury
Atmosphere operates almost like Adorno’s More (Mehr) in that it emphatically suggests a beyond
of rational explanation, as though the proper, the aesthetically relevant began only there.
Here, the term atmosphere is applied to humans, to spaces, and to nature. Thus, one speaks
of the serene atmosphere of a spring morning or the ominous atmosphere of a stormy sky.
If I indicated at the beginning that atmosphere is an expression for something vague, this does not necessarily mean
that the meaning of the term is itself vague. It is difficult, owing to the peculiar intermediary position of the phenomenon
between subject and object,

I designate a manifest lower-level matter (e.g., a thing, sound, scent, colour) an aesthetic formation if it gathers into
itself, in a quasi-corporeal way […], atmospheres, which are objective feelings, and thus indicate bodily emotion’
Seen in this way, atmospheres shape a person’s being-in-the-world as a whole: the relationships to environments, to
other people, to things, and to works of art. That is why atmospheres are extraordinarily significant for the theory and
practice of architecture.
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https://atmosphericspaces.wordpress.com/

3.2. <Knowledge - the Atmospheric>
2.Zumthor, Peter. Peter Zumthor: Atmospheres Architectural
Environments, Surrounding Objects. Basel: Birkhäuser, 2006.
“Quality architecture to me is when a building manages to move me...one word for it is
atmosphere.”
“We perceive atmosphere through our emotional sensibility.”
“Material Prescence, Material Compatibility, Sound, Temperature, Surrounding
Objects, Between Composure and Seduction, Tensions between Interior and Exterior,
Levels of Intimacy, Light on Things.”
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IV. <Atmospheric and Picturesque - “VIRTUAL POSSIBILITY”>
“Virtual reality is nothing but a potential awaiting its full actualization...by no means unreal, but its full effect is not
yet in evidence.”
Architecture, Science, Technology, and the Virtual realm. Antoine Picon, 2003

Reality

Viewing Tool / Media

Virtuality

Possibility

New Reality

Challenges

Nature
Human eye view of Built Environment

<APPROACH>

Claude Glass

Anamorphosis

Scale
Color
that premises on
Perspective
Spatial Cognition

Kaleidoscope

Cloud Gate

Enables

Collage

Video
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IV. <Cloud Gate as a Picturesque Tool>

Images: Claude Glass

Images: #cloudgate on Instagram

https://www.cultofmac.com/162294/the-claude-mirror-aka-the18th-century-instagram/

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/cloudgate/?hl=en

<APPROACH>
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IV. <Cloud Gate as an Atmospheric Site>

Images: #cloudgate on Instagram
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/cloudgate/?hl=en

<APPROACH>
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V. <Design Proposal>
Architectural space around Cloud Gate, that enhances the picturesque and atmospheric traits of the site

N

Aerial View

Original Site Plan

Image: #cloudgate on Instagram
10ft

0

100ft

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/cloudgate/?hl=en
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5.1. Picturesque Practices
FRAMING

-Set up viewpoints
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5.1. Picturesque Practices
LAYERING & CONTRAST

-Foreground & Background
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5.1. Picturesque Practices
IRREGULARITY & ABRUPTNESS

-Moment of surprise

BLURRED

SURPRISE

DISTORTED

BLURRED

+

DISTORTED

...

?
!
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5.1. Picturesque Practices
LIGHT & SHADE
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Cloud Gate as an Atmospheric Site

5.2.Capturing
Atmospheric Temporality
*AMORPHOUS
& TEMPORALITY

OUTCOME

-react to daylight
-react to weather
MORNING

NOON

DUSK

SUNNY

SUNSET

EVENING
SUNNY

65

CLOUDY

CLOUDY

A PICTURESQUE GRID

156

LIGHT RAIN

RAIN

137

RAIN
LIGHT SNOW

64

HEAVY RAIN

37

SNOW

55 15

SNOW

FOG

...Informed with Picturesque Practices

HAZE

FOG

110
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+

Images: #cloudgate Photos on Instagram

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/cloudgate/?hl=en
FRAMING

-Set up viewpoints

STORYBOARD/VIDEO
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Video
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31
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